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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Av Anthony's from Chicago. Currently, there are 19 courses
and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Christina Thompson likes about Av Anthony's:
Always consistently delicious. Great variety and awesome service. We just tried their pizza for the first time and it
was YUMMMMMMY. The ribs are great, awesome salads, great patty melt. Love the wings. Never had anything

that was not top quality. Thank you Anthony's read more. What Laura M doesn't like about Av Anthony's:
Two stars for two reason, I placed an order online and it charged me but said the order didn?t go through. It said
to try again in 30mins. But it still took my money. I call the restaurant to place the order and asked for 3 cheese

burgers with everythingBUT mustard and pickles. They gave me 3 burgers with only mustard and pickles?. I
called the restaurant to tell them and theysaid I can go pick up the burgers if I wa... read more. In Av Anthony's, a
restaurant with Italian dishes from Chicago, typical Italian cuisine, with main courses such as pizza and pasta, is
available to you, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in the shortest time and fresh. Of course, there's
also delicious pizza, baked straight from the oven according to traditional recipes, For a snack in between, the

fine sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Burger�
PATTY MELT

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Gyr�
GYROS

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Brea�
GARLIC BREAD

Starche�
RICE PILAF

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN SANDWICH

GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

PANINI

BREAD
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